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Abstract—Boundary extension refers to the extension of a
picture boundary to enable inter prediction from regions outside
the picture. In current video coding schemes, only non-adaptive
approaches are used with a constant prediction which continues
the boundary samples in the extension region. This causes
artifacts in the region of the boundary which may be strongly
visible. Especially when 360° video is coded using independently
decodable subpictures, extension-related artifacts can occur at
all subpicture boundaries and are not limited to the picture
boundary area. Thereby, the handling of subpicture boundaries
becomes more important. In this paper, an adaptive boundary
extension method is investigated with explicit signaling that uses
angular prediction for the extension task. It is shown that angular
prediction modes are promising candidates for extension by
isolating the impact of the prediction improvement from the
signaling cost. The scheme is implemented in the VVC test model,
with a simple signaling method that leads to coding gain for over
40% of the subpictures. Preliminary results indicate Bjøntegaard
delta rate savings of about 0.1%, when only selected subpictures
are considered. This can be considered significant given that only
little area of the prediction signal is affected by the method.
A major advantage of the explicit signaling approach is seen
in the fact that the encoder can influence the predictions in
the boundary region, such that subpicture transitions are more
consistent.

Index Terms—boundary extension, adaptive boundary exten-
sion, subpicture coding, independently decodable subpictures

I. INTRODUCTION

Coding with independently decodable subpictures was intro-
duced within Versatile Video Coding (VVC) [1], [2] and e.g.,
allows to code regions that are unlikely to be seen in the user’s
viewport with lower quality to save bandwidth when stream-
ing. This gains importance in virtual reality applications. High
resolutions are needed to create an immersive effect, which
currently are e.g., 6K or 8K. To reduce bandwidth demands,
the video is coded in independently decodable subpictures
with a quality adaption of the subpictures [3]. Regions that
are unlikely to be displayed in the user’s viewport are coded
with a lower quality. The partitioning into subpictures leads to
subpicture boundaries distributed over the picture that behave
like picture boundaries. Therefore, effects that occur related
to picture boundaries are strongly increased. The compression
efficiency is also affected by this [4].

Inter prediction is a prediction method in modern hybrid
video coding schemes, where block-based motion compensa-
tion is performed. A global padding for the reference picture
is used in current video coding schemes [1] in order to allow
source blocks to reach over the boundary of the reference

picture. Artifacts are likely to occur because the nonadaptive
padding is often a bad predictor for the content beyond the
picture boundary. This can especially be observed in scenes
with camera motion where motion vectors reach beyond the
boundary very frequently.

In VVC several prediction methods involving motion com-
pensation are available. Advanced motion vector prediction
(AMVP) and merge mode are already used in HEVC [5].
There, the motion compensation is based on the full prediction
block and no further splitting is applied. Geometric partition-
ing (Geo) splits the prediction block with a skew line. For both
partitions an individual motion compensation is performed.
There are additional methods that divide the prediction block
into a grid of subblocks and individual motion vectors are
derived for them. A block-wise affine prediction mode ap-
proximates an affine motion model by interpolating motion
vectors for the subblocks from a set of given motion vectors.
Subblock-based temporal motion vector prediction derives the
motion vectors for the subblocks from motion vectors of an
already decoded picture. These methods are referred to as
subblock inter prediction methods in the following. All the
described methods depend on a boundary extension if the
source area exceeds the reference picture.

In this paper, we propose an adaptive extension method for
picture boundaries with signaling. The signaling allows for
an optimized selection of the boundary extension algorithm
taking into account the knowledge of the real continuation
beyond the boundary specifically at subpicture boundaries.

The paper is structured as follow. We will first present
the existing boundary extension approaches in Section II. In
Section III, we present a method with an adaptive boundary
extension and explicit signaling. Section IV describes our
simulation setup and the corresponding results. Lastly, we will
conclude our findings and give an outlook in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

There are already some existing methods utilizing an adap-
tive boundary extension. Geometry padding methods [6],
[7] are used in the context of 360° video coding. These
methods cannot be applied in the presented scenario, where
independently decodable subpictures are used. In arbitrary
resolution coding for High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC)
[8] a method based on template matching for the boundary
extension task is used. The application scenario is different
from ours but the method is adaptable to the described



task. In the Call for Proposal (CfP) of VVC, a method was
introduced [9] that uses an adaptive boundary extension and
is a applicable alongside independently decodable subpictures.
The methods are described in more detail below.

Geometry padding methods [6], [7] for 360° video derive
a global padding for the reference picture or for every of
its faces e.g., for Cube Map Projection (CMP). The method
utilizes that 360° of the surrounding is captured in the video.
Therefore, the continuation at the borders is already captured
in the picture and with a geometric correction the content of
the extension region can be derived. This is done globally
i.e., a global extension is derived for the reference picture
and is used for every motion compensation step regarding
the picture. Its only adaptive in the sense that a separate
extension is derived for every face of the picture. Since these
methods rely on the availability of the content at another
position, they are not applicable in every case. Especially,
when coding 2D video or 360° video sequences that are
divided into independently decodable subpictures, the decoder
has no access to this information.

In arbitrary resolution coding [8], the video is padded during
encoding process to achieve a codable resolution. The content
of the padding is neglected after decoding and can be freely
chosen. This is done based on a rate distortion criterion. For
the task of inter prediction the padding can be suboptimal and
therefore a different padding is derived. The method utilizes
template matching to find the extension in the already decoded
pictures. The block without the extension area is considered
as the template and a search is performed in a defined area
in the pictures of the picture buffer. Adapting this method for
the boundary extension task is possible but would fail to cope
with unseen content in the boundary region.

In the CfP for VVC, an adaptive extension method was
proposed [9]. In this work, the boundary extension is done by
directionally continuing the border pixel in a similar way to
intra angular prediction. To derive the extension angle, a cor-
relation analysis of the border pixel row with its neighboring
pixel row is performed. This information is used to derive the
most suitable angle to extend the block. The method is adap-
tive per block and as all previously mentioned methods doesn’t
require any signaling of additional information. On average,
this method increases the coding efficiency but, in some cases,
the method may decrease the prediction performance.

III. METHOD

The presented work is an adaptive boundary extension
method with explicit signaling of the extension. The concept
has been implemented into test model VTM-8.0 of VVC [10].
One of two operating modes can be chosen. The first operating
mode uses the method proposed by [9]. The second mode uses
the extension method with explicit signaling described below.

Before performing motion compensation on the encoder
side, it is checked if the motion vector reaches over a subpic-
ture boundary of the reference picture. In this case, a search
for the best prediction mode for the extension is done. After
that, motion compensation is performed with the extension

generated from the found prediction mode. Conceptually, this
works for all inter prediction modes of VVC. In our imple-
mentation we currently constrain the procedure to AMVP and
merge mode, where no sub-partitioning of the prediction block
is done. The method in the current form realizes the extension
with signaling on the prediction block level. A grouping of
multiple blocks is a possible future extension.

A. Prediction Modes

Multiple prediction modes are used to adapt to the content
to be coded. We choose a similar approach as [9] by using
angular prediction to extend the borders. A parameter pang
defines the angle of the continuation of the bordering pixel line
in the extension region. Let the lines in the extension region
of the block be labeled by their line distance to the border n,
starting from 0 for the first line outside the reference picture.
Then, the subpixel shift i (at 1

32 sample resolution) can be
calculated as follows:

i = (n+ 1) ·
pang

32
(1)

The relation between the parameter pang and the angle
deviation θ from the perpendicular direction to the boundary
is as follows:

pang = tan(θ) · 32 (2)

Positive angles refer to a clockwise deviation from the zero
angle, which points perpendicular to the boundary.

The bordering line of the reference picture is then shifted by
i subpixels to generate the corresponding line in the extension
region. The VVC luma interpolation filters are used for both
luma and chroma prediction. To prevent access to very distant
pixels of the bordering line, we restricted it to the pixels within
the block itself and an additional margin towards each side of
the block. The margin is set as twice the width or height of
the block for horizontal or vertical borders, respectively. All
pixel values beyond the margin are substituted with the nearest
neighbor within the margin to reduce the influence of far-off
pixels. If the block has two borders i.e., the block includes the
corner of a subpicture, only the longer border is chosen. The
other side is extended with the regular padding first.

B. Signaling

The signaling is done on a per-block basis. To reduce the
number of signaled modes, only modes for blocks with an
extension region are signaled. Modes of a coding tree unit
(CTU) are jointly signaled in scanning order in the bitstream.
On the decoder side, the number of signaled extension modes
is derived and the extension modes are decoded. After that an
assignment is done to the blocks that have an extension region
based on the scanning order. It has to be noted that the current
design creates a parsing dependency as the signaling relies on
actual motion vector values. This will be addressed in future
work.

Because we use explicit signaling, the number of different
modes influences the signaling cost. Therefore, multiple sets
of prediction modes are available to investigate this. The



TABLE I
DIFFERENT SETS OF PREDICTION PARAMETERS |pANG|

setId set of parameters |pang|
0 32
1 13, 32
2 5, 13, 21, 32
3 2, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 26, 32

sets consist of positive and negative values of the prediction
parameters pang from sets listed in Table I. The setId is a
hyperparameter of the method, which means the available
modes are fixed throughout encoding and decoding of a video.

For the signaling of a single mode, we applied the following
simple scheme, which we plan to optimize in the future. First,
the activation flag is signaled that indicates if an extension
algorithm different from the regular padding is used. If this
flag is true, the sign flag is signaled which states the sign
of pang. Furthermore, if a setId of the prediction angles is
chosen different from 0 the index of the set entry also has
to be signaled. This is done by fixed length binarization.
The activation flag and the sign flag are signaled using two
corresponding context-based adaptive binary arithmetic coding
(CABAC) [11] contexts. The set index bins are coded in
bypass mode.

C. Rate Distortion Decision

pang is chosen dependent on the distortion measured between
original and prediction signal and a rate term that reflects
the bits spend for signaling the mode. The final mode p′ang
is selected based on the following equation:

p′ang = argmin
pang

D(pang) + λBE · R̃(pang) (3)

The sum of squared differences (SSD) is used as distortion
metric. Only the distortion of the extension region is calculated
since only pixels in this area change. The estimated rate R̃
represents the signaling cost, assuming the activation and sign
flag to be coded in bypass mode. The weighting factor λBE
is calculated by multiplying the mode decision lambda λMD
with a constant multiplication term λα.

λBE = λMD · λα (4)

IV. SIMULATIONS

The presented scheme has been implemented for uni-
prediction into VTM-8.0. The simulations are performed on
360° sequences in CMP format with independently decodable
subpictures. A regular grid partitioning with a subpicture size
of 384 × 384 is chosen as done in a core experiment for
VVC on tile set boundary handling [12]. The partitioning is
illustrated in Figure 1.

As test sequences, ChairliftRide, SkateboardInLot, Har-
borBiking2 and KiteFliteWalking2 are used. All sequences
involve camera movement, which have much more movement
across subpicture boundaries than similar scenes with a static
camera. First simulations on static scenes showed very minor

Fig. 1. 12× 8 subpicture tiling for SkateboardInLot sequence in CMP

impact on the coding performance. The sequences are con-
verted to packed CMP with 360Lib version 9.1 [13]. The target
resolution is 4608× 3072 which leads to 12× 8 = 96 subpic-
tures in total. VTM-8.0 in the Low Delay P configuration is
used as the anchor. Additionally, geometric partitioning mode
(Geo), the subblock-based prediction methods, decoder-side
motion vector refinement (DMVR), merge with motion vector
difference (MMVD) and adaptive motion vector precision are
disabled to avoid interaction with those methods. Rate and
distortion are measured at the subpicture level. Compression
efficiency is calculated using Bjøntegaard delta rate (BD-rate)
[14] separately for every subpicture. Quantization parameters
(QP) 22, 27, 32 and 37 are used as suggested in the common
test conditions for 360° video [15].

To separate the influence of an improved prediction from
the signaling cost we calculate the rate for the simulations
without the signaling cost of the boundary extension to derive

TABLE II
BD-RATE NUMBERS IN % FOR DIFFERENT λα (FIRST 32 FRAMES)

seq. setId λα
0.001 0.005 0.01 0.05 0.1

ChairliftRide 0 0.08 0.06 0.03 0.05 0.07
1 0.25 0.15 0.05 0.08 0.12
2 0.51 0.31 0.21 0.16 0.16
3 0.71 0.51 0.33 0.17 0.22

SkateboardInLot 0 -0.01 0.06 0.04 -0.02 -0.02
1 0.15 0.11 0.04 -0.06 -0.05
2 0.25 0.14 0.09 -0.04 -0.05
3 0.53 0.37 0.28 0.08 0.01

HarborBiking2 0 0.49 0.28 0.48 0.32 0.26
1 0.48 0.35 0.18 0.20 0.25
2 0.68 0.55 0.28 0.19 0.33
3 0.77 0.56 0.29 0.26 0.14

KiteFliteWalking2 0 0.13 0.06 0.05 -0.04 0.02
1 0.15 0.06 0.03 -0.04 0.02
2 0.35 0.17 0.06 0.04 0.09
3 0.54 0.31 0.22 0.08 0.01

average 0 0.17 0.12 0.15 0.08 0.08
1 0.26 0.17 0.07 0.05 0.08
2 0.45 0.29 0.16 0.09 0.14
3 0.64 0.44 0.28 0.15 0.10



TABLE III
BD-RATE NUMBERS IN % WITH (signaled) AND WITHOUT (derived) EXPLICIT SIGNALING OF THE BOUNDARY EXTENSION MODE (λα = 0.05)

THE setId WITH THE BEST BD-RATE IS MARKED BOLD

sequence setId derived der. sel. signaled sign. sel. combined upper limit
ChairliftRide 0 -0.10 -0.15 0.03 -0.09 -0.19 -0.71

1 -0.23 -0.25 0.07 -0.09 -0.26 -0.98
2 -0.25 -0.27 0.15 -0.05 -0.27 -1.07
3 -0.22 -0.26 0.26 -0.03 -0.26 -1.11

SkateboardInLot 0 -0.03 -0.16 0.08 -0.12 -0.22 -0.63
1 -0.05 -0.20 0.11 -0.13 -0.25 -0.75
2 -0.20 -0.32 0.07 -0.15 -0.40 -1.04
3 -0.21 -0.32 0.13 -0.12 -0.37 -1.18

HarborBiking2 0 -0.10 -0.16 0.05 -0.10 -0.19 -0.61
1 -0.26 -0.29 0.06 -0.11 -0.31 -0.99
2 -0.30 -0.35 0.07 -0.13 -0.38 -1.24
3 -0.29 -0.35 0.17 -0.09 -0.36 -1.42

KiteFliteWalking2 0 -0.10 -0.15 0.02 -0.10 -0.18 -0.41
1 -0.16 -0.20 -0.01 -0.11 -0.22 -0.67
2 -0.24 -0.27 0.04 -0.07 -0.28 -0.89
3 -0.22 -0.25 0.11 -0.06 -0.27 -1.02

average 0 -0.08 -0.16 0.05 -0.10 -0.20 -0.59
1 -0.18 -0.23 0.06 -0.11 -0.26 -0.85
2 -0.25 -0.30 0.08 -0.10 -0.33 -1.06
3 -0.23 -0.29 0.17 -0.08 -0.32 -1.18

additional BD-rate numbers from them. Those measurements
give an upper limit for the given set of prediction modes, when
optimizing the signaling further.

To compare the method to an approach without explicit
signaling we reimplemented the method of [9] with the use of
the different sets of prediction modes given in Table I.

To determine which λα is suitable for the method we ran
a first set of simulation on only the first 32 frames of the
sequences and varied the lambda value. The results are listed
in Table II. The Table shows BD-rate measurements calculated
over the subpictures individually and averaged afterwards to
come to the final number. As the signaling cost increases with
the setId for the prediction angles, the λα yielding the best

TABLE IV
PERCENTAGE OF SUBPICTURES THAT USE THE METHOD IF SELECTION IS

DONE

sequence setId der. sel. sign. sel. combined
ChairliftRide 0 64.6 42.7 70.8

1 77.1 34.4 81.2
2 85.4 20.8 85.4
3 74.0 17.7 75.0

SkateboardInLot 0 56.2 32.3 65.6
1 49.0 36.5 55.2
2 69.8 39.6 72.9
3 66.7 27.1 70.8

HarborBiking2 0 63.5 39.6 69.8
1 85.4 45.8 86.5
2 83.3 44.8 87.5
3 81.2 34.4 84.4

KiteFliteWalking2 0 76.0 46.9 80.2
1 81.2 58.3 85.4
2 88.5 42.7 91.7
3 92.7 35.4 94.8

average 0 65.10 40.36 71.61
1 73.18 43.75 77.08
2 81.77 36.98 84.38
3 78.65 28.65 81.25

results increases with it. On average the setting λα = 0.05
leads to the best results for all but setId = 3.

In Table III, simulation results for the full length sequences
are displayed. The BD-rate numbers are derived with the
previously described method. Two different approaches are
compared.

The method by [9] with the different sets of prediction
parameters is referred to as derived. This approach shows
gains when averaged over all sequences. It is noted that for
some subpictures, we found the compression efficiency to be
reduced compared to the anchor by this method.

Our signaled approach is listed under signaled. For these
simulations we choose λα = 0.05. The BD-rate numbers
disregarding the signaling of our approach are shown in upper
limit. Those numbers are only theoretical numbers that do not
represent real coding gains but rather show the potential of
adaptive boundary extension methods using angular prediction.
Comparing these numbers with the approach without explicit
signaling leads to the conclusion that often times not the best
prediction mode is found with the derived method. However,
the explicit signaling for the current scheme is too costly to
result in improved compression efficiency for all subpictures.
Interestingly, the theoretical savings don’t vanish but still
show comparatively high numbers for the smallest set with
only 3 prediction modes for setId = 0. The reduced number
of prediction angles and the corresponding savings for the
signaling improve the BD-rate numbers but still don’t lead
to savings on average.

The der. sel. and sign. sel. columns refer to the derived
and signaled approach respectively, but only subpictures with
BD-rate savings are considered. For the other subpictures
the anchor method is chosen. Therefore, the positive BD-
rate numbers are set to zero for the respective subpictures,
before averaging to come to the final BD-rate number. This
calculation is done to give an estimate for an improved



method that can disable the method region wise based on
an encoder decision. The estimate for the signaled approach
states BD-rate gains of about 0.1%. The combined BD-rate
savings are calculated similarly. Here a selection is performed
between the anchor and the derived and signaled approach
per subpicture. It can be seen that on some subpictures the
signaled approach performs better than the derived method
despite the unoptimized signaling scheme.

Table IV lists the percentage of the subpictures with nega-
tive BD-rate numbers for derived, signaled, and combined. It
can be seen that the method provides gains on over 40% of the
subpictures when setId is 0 or 1. The percentage decreases if
the number of possible prediction modes is increased because
of the increased signaling cost. The additional signaling cost
cannot be compensated with the improvements in prediction
performance from a finer granularity of angles.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

This paper presents an adaptive boundary extension method
with the potential to increase compression efficiency of VVC.
A handling of boundary extensions becomes significant in the
context of subpicture coding, e.g. in the context of subpicture-
based adaptive streaming of 360◦ video. Experiments that
disregard the signaling cost show promising rate savings when
angular prediction is used for the extension. All presented BD-
rate numbers are achieved by only modifying the extension
region around the subpictures. Therefore, only a small percent-
age of the predicted pixels are actually affected by the method.
The numbers must be seen in that context and therefore can be
considered significant. It is found that the investigated method
without signaling of extension information in many cases
cannot derive the best angular prediction mode. The method
with explicit signaling leads to coding gain in over 40% of the
simulated subpictures for setId = 0. Simulation results show
BD-rate savings of about 0.1%, when only selected subpictures
are considered. In order to compete with an approach that does
not require signaling however, the signaling scheme has to be
improved to reduce the signaling cost. A major advantage of
the signaled approach is seen in the fact that the extension can
be controlled by the encoder. Predictions in boundary regions
can be influenced in such a way that subpicture transitions
look more consistent. It is noted that this aspect was not yet
considered in the encoder implementation and is subject of
further research.

As a next step the extension of the method to bi-prediction
and the previously disabled inter prediction modes is planned.
A switching mechanism on a subpicture basis based on a
rate-distortion decision could improve the method as the sign.
sel. numbers suggest. Applying the same idea in the temporal
domain, e.g. by allowing for GOP1-wise switching, may also
be beneficial. Improving the signaling of the extension modes
by e.g., using a mode predictor or a grouping of modes
could benefit the method further. A combination of a signaled
approach with a low number of possible modes and a derived
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approach with a finer granularity of angles may implement the
strength of both approaches.
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